
Sam Shaky tech rider

Stage plot

1. Bass drum
2. Snare
3. Rack Tom
4. Floor Tom 1
5. Floor Tom 2
6. Overhead L
7. Overhead R
8. Roland SPD L (TRS line out)
9. Roland SPD R (TRS line out)
10. Bass (DI)
11. Electric Guitar (amp)
12. Vocal dry (XLR mic level)
13. Vocal FX (XLR line out)

Channel list

Band uses stereo in-ear monitoring. We need one channel of professional level (Sennheiser/Shure etc.) wireless
in-ear receiver/transmitter for Sam (lead voc), other band members have their own wired headphone amps.
Please contact us in advance if the venue doesn't have wireless monitoring gear available.

Monitoring

Backline and FOH

Band will provide their own instruments (drums included) 
with all necessary cables and hardware. Guitarist and bassist
will have their pedal boards and guitarist will bring their own
amp. Band will also bring their own in-ears and 
headphone amps. Sam will have his own vocal mic.

Venue will provide high guality microphones for close miking all
drums and the guitar amp and a di-box for the bass and a
quality vocal mic as a backup. Also all necessary stands and
necessary cables (other than instrument cables) needed on the
stage. Every band member will need electric outlets in the
location and in the number indicated on the stage plot above.

PA system in the venue must be of professional quality and
must include subwoofers (minimum of two). And a professional
engineer familiar with the venue and the local gear.
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Contact

If you have any additional questions please don't hesitate to contact us through
email or by phone.

Eikka Moilanen, eikkamoilanen@gmail.com +35850 5521957

Lights and stage

contact@samshaky.com

www.samshaky.com

instagram.com/samshaky

facebook.com/samshakyofficial

We expect the venue to have high quality lightning rig that can be focused/set up according to the bands wishes.
Basic coverage of the whole stage is expected and sufficient but a moving head or two would be a great addition.
Band will bring four Ape Labs Apelight Tube led-lightbars. Venue will provide stands for those (for example mic stands
without boom arms).

Extras

A hazer and a projector possibility would be very nice to have but not necessary. And lastly a good, fun and
professional attiude and we'll have an amazing gig togeher!



Sam Shaky tech rider

Stage plot

1. Guitar (xlr line out)
2. Bass (XLR di out)
3. Lead Vocal (mic)

Channel list

Band uses stereo in-ear monitoring. We have Fischer headphone amps with a combo xlr/6.3mm trs input. We
need separate monitor mixes for every band member. 

If the venue has wireless in-ear system available we will happily also use those.

Monitoring

Backline and FOH

Band will provide their own instruments with all necessary
cables and hardware. Guitarist and bassist will have pedal
boards. Band will also bring their own in-ear monitors and 
headphone amps. Sam will have his own vocal mic.

Venue will provide one mic stand without boom arm for lead
vocals. Also electric outlets in the location and in the number
indicated on the stage plot above.

Venue will provide a professional quality PA/FOH system
(including minimum of two subwoofers) and a professional
engineer familiar with the venue and the local gear working
throughout the lenght of the gig.
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Backing track channels

1. DRS L
2. DRS R
3. Synth & FX L
4. Synth & FX R
5. Click

6.3mm bal./unbal. outputs from
Motu Ultralite.

Backup backing tracks (identical channels)
on 3,5mm trs stereo outputs from
1010music Blackbox).
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Contact

If you have any additional questions please don't hesitate to contact us through
email or by phone.

Eikka Moilanen, eikkamoilanen@gmail.com +35850 5521957

Lights and stage

The band will will bring four (4) Ape Labs Ape Sticks (LED light bars).
We hope for a dimmer on the stagelights.

Extras

A hazer would be very nice to have but not necessary. And lastly a good, fun and professional attitude (also from us! :))
and we'll have an amazing gig together!

contact@samshaky.com

www.samshaky.com

instagram.com/samshaky

facebook.com/samshakyofficial
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